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Our four books explore bringing work to life for those close to us, for ourselves, for
our organizations, and for our communities:
How to Build a Nontraditional Career Path: Embracing Economic Disruption,
(Praeger, 2014), describes why, when, and how to create an inspiring and practical
nontraditional, entrepreneurial career path from more than one source of income:
http://www.abc-clio.com/product.aspx?isbn=9781440831584
Business Behaving Well: Social Responsibility, from Learning to Doing, (Potomac
Books, Inc., 2013), provides a rationale and roadmap for organizations to
incorporate socially responsible practices, building on principles of social justice:
http://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/product/Business-Behaving-Well,676586.aspx
Building Workforce Strength: Creating Value through Workforce and Career
Development (Praeger, 2010), describes the application of workforce and career
development principles and practices to strengthen organizations:
http://www.abc-clio.com/ABC-CLIOCorporate/product.aspx?pc=C3236C

Tel. 925 586 9039

Affiliation in the Workplace: Value Creation in the New Organization (Praeger,
2003), describes leadership approaches to integrate individual needs with
organizational needs for the benefit of both:
http://www.abc-clio.com/product.aspx?isbn=9781567204360
This newsletter contains two articles: Renewal, and Community and Social Trends.

Renewal

Ron Elsdon, Ph.D., is
founder of Elsdon
Organizational Renewal,
which focuses on
supporting organizations
enhance effectiveness
through revitalized
workforce relationships and
leadership practices. Prior
to establishing his practice,
Ron held senior leadership
positions at diverse
organizations. Ron is also
co-founder of New
Beginnings Career and
College Guidance, which
provides caring and
personalized support to
individuals in career
guidance and coaching.
Ron is author of How to
Build a Nontraditional
Career Path: Embracing
Economic Disruption,
which describes why, when
and how to create an
inspiring and practical
nontraditional,
entrepreneurial career path
from more than one source
of income; editor of
Business Behaving Well:
Social Responsibility, from
Learning to Doing, which
provides a rationale and
roadmap for organizations
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Those hardy Cypress trees, bending in the wind like an elderly couple crossing a
windswept plaza, protect isolated nearby farm buildings at the far reaches of remote
and beautiful Point Reyes preserve in California. The trees were planted a century
ago for the benefit of future generations. Reaching the end of their lives, they are
being replaced by new trees, to renew protection for future generations. This
reminds me of members of an English university, finding trees planted by their
predecessors more than one hundred years earlier. Those predecessors anticipated
the need for massive wooden replacement beams as part of roof renewal (Affiliation
in the Workplace, referencing Max DePree). “We do not inherit the land from our
forefathers, we borrow it from our children,” is how Antoine de Saint-Exupery
expressed it (Affiliation in the Workplace from Gary Hamel). In the examples of the
Cypress trees and the wooden replacement beams, we see physical renewal
benefitting our lives and communities. In this article, we explore renewal in other
ways: for ourselves, for our organizations, and for our communities, from times past
to times to come.
Let us look first at personal renewal, acknowledging that this involves change and
transition, which is both rewarding and challenging. Here is a figure from How to
Build a Nontraditional Career Path that shows how renewal has looked in my
nontraditional career path:

How My Path Unfolded …
Business and
volunteer
experience
Identified area of interest
Master’s
Individual
practice/first book
Organizational
experience/teaching
Organizational
practice

Incorporated/extended
team/second, third and
fourth books

New Beginnings

Career and College Guidance

Source: Ron Elsdon, How to Build a
Nontraditional Career Path: Embracing
Economic Disruption (Praeger, 2014).

Elsdon Organizational Renewal

This path began in the world of technology and business in conventional
organizations, and evolved to the world of career and workforce development in
private practice. Volunteering is important throughout; the latest aspect being
delivering volunteer career services in a prison
(https://www.ncda.org/aws/NCDA/pt/sd/news_article/117365/_self/layout_details/f
alse). Building self-awareness along this path helped with this transformation (as in
coaching (Dotlich and Cairo)). I could not, at the beginning, anticipate how the path
would unfold. It has been rewarding and fulfilling, made possible by the support and
kindness of many people along the way, for which I am most grateful. Here is some
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to incorporate socially
responsible practices,
building on real-world
examples from contributing
authors, and principles of
social justice; editor of
Building Workforce
Strength: Creating Value
through Workforce and
Career Development, a
book that describes the
application of workforce
and career development
principles and practices to
strengthen organizations;
and author of Affiliation in
the Workplace: Value
Creation in the New
Organization, a book
describing leadership
approaches to integrate the
needs of the individual with
the needs of the
organization for the benefit
of both. Ron holds a Ph.D.
from Cambridge University
in chemical engineering, an
M.A. from John F.
Kennedy University in
career development and a
first class honors degree
from Leeds University in
chemical engineering. With
his co-author, he was
awarded the Walker Prize
by the Human Resource
Planning Society for the
paper that best advances
state-of-the-art thinking or
practices in human
resources.

learning about personal renewal that emerges:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Self-awareness is a key foundation for moving forward
Honor serendipity for it is at least as important as planning
Transitions accompanying changes involve a roller-coaster of emotions
during endings, neutral zones, and new beginnings (Bill Bridges)
Expect unexpected supporters and barriers
Give back to others navigating their paths
Outcomes range from slight adjustments to major transformation, at
different life stages

Now let us look at organizational renewal. The football (round ball) team,
Newcastle United, from my home town in England, like other football teams in
England, is in a constant state of flux. New players are added, others leave as their
short careers peak. Managers and owners change, the stadium is renovated. New
young supporters emerge as others are no longer there. Only a few things stay the
same, the club name, the tradition and legacy (going back more than a century), the
location, and the support of the local community. Renewal is integral to the
continued success and survival of the football club, and that is true for most
organizations.
Indeed, success is predicated on moving from one cycle of
initiation/growth/maturity/transition to another, to avoid decline (Affiliation in the
Workplace). This requires clarity of vision, integrity of values, and effective
leadership to build a capable and flexible workforce (Building Workforce Strength).
It requires skill in the process of guiding organizational change from creating a
climate for change, through engaging and enabling the organization, to
implementing and sustaining (as outlined in Building Workforce Strength citing Dan
Cohen). Organizational renewal today takes place in the context of a long arc
moving from a relationship of worker servility that existed in the early years of the
twentieth century, to patriarchy that was more typical of the mid-twentieth century,
to interdependence today and in the future. Hopefully, we are moving from liberated
companies to liberated people, not just for those in high demand skill areas, but for
all.
Which brings us to community and what kind of society we are striving to create. In
the 1930s and 1940s, led initially by Franklin Delano Roosevelt, the United States
endured and then emerged from a debilitating depression, a cataclysmic world war,
with a clarity of vision for a fair and just society as exemplified by a second bill of
rights (Business Behaving Well). Much progress was made on societal renewal in
the first eighty years of the twentieth century, building on Roosevelt’s legacy. It is
one of our great national tragedies that this second bill of rights was not fully
realized and it is an even greater tragedy that these values have been under assault
for much of the time since the early 1980s.
Today the concepts of truth, justice and fairness are missing from a Washington
administration that is focused on grabbing more for the wealthy, while short
changing many in our society. This is not sustainable. We are faced with an urgent
need to equitably balance individual and community needs for all in our society. To
create that same sense of renewal that was clear with Roosevelt, that saw needed
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further expression through the Civil Rights and Voting Rights acts of the 1960s, and
that propelled the United States to a position of leadership. Today growing
economic inequities in our society have led to reduced circumstances and
constrained life choices for many. It is incumbent on all of us to embrace principles
of social justice with courage and conviction. In so doing, we will experience
personal, organizational, and community renewal, so that we can then say,
“Compassionate at last, we are compassionate at last.” Personal, organizational, and
community renewal, then become interwoven in a beautiful tapestry of life.
Parts of this article are extracted from, or based on concepts from: How to Build a
Nontraditional Career Path (Praeger, 2014), Business Behaving Well (Potomac
Books, Inc., 2013), Building Workforce Strength (Praeger, 2010), and Affiliation in
the Workplace (Praeger, 2003).

Community and Social Trends
As inequality has increased in the United States we have seen household income
grow more slowly than in the more equal European countries as shown in the next
figure:

Source: Rakesh Kochhar, Pew Research Center, Middle Class Fortunes in Western
Europe, April, 2017.
Meanwhile our share of middle income adults is disproportionately low:
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Source: Rakesh Kochhar, Pew Research Center, Middle Class Fortunes in Western
Europe, April, 2017.
In spite of household income gains in 2015 and 2016 in the United States, real
median household income is little changed fom the late 1990s as shown in the next
figure:
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Source: Jessica L. Semega et al, Income and Poverty in the United States: 2016,
United States Census Bureau, September 2017.
As shown in the next figure, from the late 1940s through the late 1970s income
growth was relatively strong and uniform for all income groups. However, since the
late 1970s, the slower income growth that prevailed was concentrated in the top 20
percent of the income distribution, mostly in the top 5 percent. Furthermore, since
2007, there has been little significant income growth for most people (the lowest 95
percent):
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Source: Elise Gould and Zane Mokhiber, Economic Policy Institute, Working
Economics Blog, Most families are nearly back to 2007 income levels, but
inequality contmues to grow in 2016, September 15, 2017.
Poverty rates in the United States are similar to those in the late 1970s as shown in
the next figure:
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Source: Jessica L. Semega et al, Income and Poverty in the United States: 2016,
United States Census Bureau, September 2017.
Since the 1960s, social security and Medicare successfully reduced poverty for
those aged 65 and older, but there has been little movement in the poverty rates for
those who are younger. It is a national disgrace that almost one in five of our
children are in poverty, while the current administration seeks to remove even some
of the meager supports that exist. It is also a disgrace that poverty rates for Native
American, African American, and Hispanic children continue to hover around 30
percent as shown in the next figure:

Source: Janelle Jones, Economic Policy Institute, Economic Snapshot, One-third of
Native American and African American children are (still) in poverty, September
20, 2017.
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Healthcare in the United States ranks the lowest of eleven developed countries, as
shown in the next figure:

Source: Eric C. Schneider et al, The Commonwealth Fund, Mirror, Mirror 2017:
International Comparison Reflects Flaws and Opportunities for Better U.S. Health
Care, July, 2017.
While costs are much higher, reflecting an ineffective, private bureaucracy:

Source: Eric C. Schneider et al, The Commonwealth Fund, Mirror, Mirror 2017:
International Comparison Reflects Flaws and Opportunities for Better U.S. Health
Care, July, 2017.
Much progress has been made due to the Affordable Care Act, with a 40 percent
reduction in the uninsured rate between 2013 and 2016 (almost 18 million additional
people secured coverage between 2013 and 2016) as shown in the next figure:
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Source: Jessica C. Barnett and Edward R. Berchick, Health Insurance Coverage in
the United States: 2016, United States Census Bureau, September 2017.
However, much progress is still needed to contain costs and to broaden coverage as
there were twenty-eight million people lacking health insurance coverage for all of
2016. A single payer, Medicare-for-all system, is critically needed.
The challenges we face in supporting our children are highlighted in the next figure,
where children in many southern states suffer disproportionately:
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Source: The Annie E. Casey Foundation 2017 Kids Count Data Book: State Trends
in Child Well-Being.
One major factor accounting for economic and healthcare inequality is inadequate
taxation, particularly of wealthy individuals. The decline in top marginal tax rates
since the 1950s is shown in the next figure. The figure also shows how the wealthy
are now capturing an obscene level of total income in the United States.
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Source: Makato Nakajima, Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia Research
Department, Taxing the 1 Percent, Second Quarter, 2017.
The next figure shows that as top marginal income tax rates decrease then the
percentage of income going to the top 1 percent increases (in this figure the scales
are shown as fractions of 100 percent, so, for example, 0.1 means 10 percent)
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Source: Makato Nakajima, Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia Research
Department, Taxing the 1 Percent, Second Quarter, 2017.
Meanwhile the current administration attempts to restrict legislation that would
require financial advisors act in their clients best interests. The cost to retirement
savers of failing to pass such legislation is summarized in the next figure:
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Source: Heidi Shierholz and Ben Zipperer, Economic Policy Institute, Here’s what’s
at stake with the conflict of interest (“fiduciary”) rule. May 30, 2017.
And young adults are struggling to gain econmic independence as shown in the next
figure:
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Source: Jonathan Vespa, United States Census Bureau Current Population Reports,
The Changing Economics and Demographics of Young Adulthood: 1975-2016,
April, 2017.
Meanwhile significant shifts in technology, such as the emergence of artificial
intelligence, presage fundamental social changes in our future:
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Source: Jacques Bughin et al, McKinsey Global Institute, Artificial Intelligence:
The Next Digital Frontier?, June, 2017.
Our opportunity and challenge is to create a society that values and represents all.
As a start this means electing a new administration, an administration with insight
and integrity.

Quote
“Civilization started only some 10,000 years ago. The mind staggers … at what will
be accomplished in the future …. But more urgent than finding out how to control
(our physical world) … is the need for our social development to catch up with our
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achievements in the physical sciences.”
William Beveridge, The Art of Scientific Investigation, 1957.

